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Risky business: short-term risk prevails,
with the prospect of longer term growth
London, 22 October 2014

Mike Allen, CIO of Momentum Global Investment Management gives his current global
market outlook:
“Global markets are correcting as they adjust to reduced growth expectations, an increasingly
difficult environment for earnings growth and the challenge of the first increase in US interests
rates since June 2006. This weakness is likely to continue in the short term but the search for
higher returns and the prospect of continued loose monetary policy for some time ahead may well
provide support in some markets.
“The UK, for example, is reasonably attractive but remains vulnerable to resource price
normalisation through its over-sized allocation to resource companies and due to knock on effects
from the EU. Wider Europe remains somewhat cheap, but there is a risk of negative growth in the
region. It is also the most over indebted developed region. Ultimately, the macro story and the lack
of valuation extremes, suggest caution in this region. In the longer term, Europe needs some sort
of political and banking consolidation, but the ECB is calming waters for now.
“In the fixed income market, on a medium term outlook government bonds yields are not attractive
and asymmetry of potential returns from this asset class is stark. Like their nominal counterparts,
linkers are ultimately expensive. Nonetheless, compared to a conventional government bond they
could provide some protection against unexpected inflation, given that many market participants
are expecting a relatively benign inflationary environment over the next few years. Elsewhere,
investment grade remains a decent play against government bonds. Our positive views on
corporate credit health mean investment grade is a reasonable replacement for government debt,
but if taken in isolation the asset class is not particularly attractive.
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“Looking at currencies, the dollar appears to be at or near fair value. The Fed is on the verge of a
slow unwind of extraordinary monetary policy but interest rate increases could still be pushed back
if the economy falters. With the Euro, sovereign issues are beginning to weigh. It is likely that the
euro zone will require low interest rates for the foreseeable future and this appears to be
increasingly priced in. A weak yen is good for the Japanese economy and as a result we expect to
see continued downward pressure applied by the Bank of Japan. This may serve to weaken the
yen further, but at the very least it should provide significant resistance to the upside.”
Ends
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Notes to editors
Momentum Global Investment Management Limited is the global investment arm of Momentum
Investments, and provides specialist investment management services to retail and institutional clients,
financial intermediaries and their clients in the UK and Europe, the Middle and Far East and South
Africa.
Momentum Global Investment Management Limited is part of the MMI Holdings Ltd, one of the
largest insurance companies in South Africa, with a market capitalisation of circa GBP2.3 billion as at
30 June 2014.
Momentum Global Investment Management Limited has GBP3.4 billion under management as at
30 June 2014.
Momentum Global Investment Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom, and is an authorised Financial Services Provider pursuant to
the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002 in South Africa.
About FundsNetwork
FIL Limited (“FIL”) and its subsidiary companies serve the major markets of the world by providing
investment products and services to individuals and institutional investors outside the US. Any opinions
expressed are made at the time of writing and can be subject to change without notification. Issued by
Financial Administration Services Limited, authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct
Authority. FundsNetwork™ and its logo are trademarks of FIL Limited.
FundsNetwork™ is a leading investment services platform committed to helping intermediary and
institutional clients grow their businesses. Owned by Fidelity Worldwide Investment, we have global
platform experience in many markets around the world. We aim to deliver the best service and
customer experience for advisers and their clients and to become a trusted business partner. Today,
the platform offers a comprehensive range of value added services including fund and portfolio analysis
tools, time-saving client management and wide-ranging business management support.
Over the last decade, Fidelity’s UK platform has grown to be one of the largest in the UK, currently
administering £48bn in assets (as at 31.12.13). Fidelity’s financial strength allows continual investment
to develop the platform’s capabilities, underlining the long-term commitment to the advisers that
FundsNetwork – the adviser facing part of the platform serves. Fidelity’s UK platform includes all
Fidelity’s retail fund assets, retail assets held on Fidelity FundsNetwork and retail and institutional
assets held on the Fidelity DC Investment Platform.
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Important information
This document is only intended for use by the original recipient, either a Momentum GIM client or prospective client, and does not
constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which it is not authorised or permitted, or to anyone who would be an
unlawful recipient. The original recipient is solely responsible for any actions in further distributing this document, and in doing so should
be satisfied that there is no breach of local legislation or regulation. This document should not be reproduced or distributed except via
original recipients acting as professional intermediaries. This document is not for distribution in the United States.
Prospective investors should take appropriate advice regarding applicable legal, taxation and exchange control regulations in countries
of their citizenship, residence or domicile which may be relevant to the acquisition, holding, transfer, redemption or disposal of any
investments herein solicited.
Any opinions expressed herein are those at the date this document is issued. Data, models and other statistics are sourced from our
own records, unless otherwise stated. We believe that the information contained is from reliable sources, but we do not guarantee the
relevance, accuracy or completeness thereof. Unless otherwise provided under UK law, Momentum GIM does not accept liability for
irrelevant, inaccurate or incomplete information contained, or for the correctness of opinions expressed.
The value of investments in discretionary accounts, and the income derived, may fluctuate and it is possible that an investor may incur
losses, including a loss of the principal invested. Past performance is not generally indicative of future performance. Investors whose
reference currency differs from that in which the underlying assets are invested may be subject to exchange rate movements that alter
the value of their investments.
Under our multi-management arrangements, we selectively appoint underlying sub-investment managers and funds to actively manage
underlying asset holdings in the pursuit of achieving mandated performance objectives. Annual investment management fees are
payable both to the multimanager and the manager of the underlying assets at rates contained in the offering documents of the relevant
portfolios (and may involve performance fees where expressly indicated therein).
Momentum Global Investment Management (Company Registration No. 3733094) has its registered office at 2nd Floor, The Rex
Building, 62 Queen Street, London, EC4R 1EB.
Momentum Global Investment Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United
Kingdom, and is an authorised Financial Services Provider pursuant to the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002
in South Africa.
© Momentum Global Investment Management Limited 2014
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